
PictureThis-

Plant Identifier 



What is the PictureThis app? 



The PictureThis—Plant Identifier

claims to have more than 11,000 species

in its searchable database and to be

capable of identifying 99% of common

species. The idea is to snap the photo

of a plant you don’t know, or to

download a photo of the plant, and the

app will find what species it is, plus

supply useful information about the

plant



Testing the App



Just click on the camera button to pull

up the camera mode, then point and

shoot! 



The Result



Instantly, PictureThis displays a

page where the plant’s common

names, botanical name and even

cultural information are displayed.

In fact, a lot of information is

supplied: scan down and tips,

common questions, description,

name story, symbolism and even

more appear. It’s like a mini

portable plant encyclopedia! 



Essentially, the first 5 plants tested

were common garden plants and

it identified them all correctly.



It can identify coleus, which, while not rare, is, such a

variable plant that I figured the app might find it

difficult to identify. And indeed mine (the cultivar

‘Henna’) is not your typical coleus, with cut leaf edges

and an unusual color combination; plus it even

changes its appearance considerably under different

conditions. Yet PictureThis correctly identified it as a

Common Coleus, botanical name Coleus scutellariodes,

which is, as of 2018, the new correct name of the coleus.



I found the PictureThis app really incredible for plant identification. It’s very good

at what it does, and the plants it missed in my trial were in the “pretty obscure”

category. Still, $39.99 a year is a lot of moola for something you probably won’t use

very often. 

My suggestion? If you’re going on a garden tour or some other precise situation

where you would be using the app frequently for a short period, download the

app, find the Subscriptions page on your phone and correct it so you’re on a

weekly or monthly plan, as needed. 



Thank You

 


